Clearing Negative Energies from Self and Environment

5.10.2017

I ask my Higher Self to direct and my optimal spiritual team aligned with
my highest good, truth, and Source to assist. I ask to open up the
Crystalline Dimension (this is the 11th dimension or creation realm that is
about love) in my home, work yard at the highest level that is comfortable
for all occupying space here. I ask to clear myself, (name any other people
you have permission to clear), my house through and through, any vortexes
under the house through and through (if you have a vortex, you may want
someone to help you move it to outside the house), the land and anything
on the land, my car through and through, my garage through and through.
I also ask to bring in the vibration of love to transform anything below the
vibration of love into the vibration of love. I ask that the crystalline energy
(the dimension aligned with love) is spliced into my chakra system, etheric
body (blueprint of my mind, emotions, body) aura, and connecting grid
(connects you to everybody and everything) into the highest vibration I
(and those you’re clearing) can comfortable manage. I ask that a beam of
light goes into each of my seven chakras deleting, splicing out and
transmuting all old memories, beliefs, coping mechanism, heart walls, and
anything not serving me.
I ask to bring in the exact opposite, most positive energy of any unhelpful
cords, all attachments, all entities, all entity residue, all lost souls, all
negativity, all personal, ancestral & karmic issues, anything not bringing
me happiness and joy (can name anything else you want cleared) to delete,
slice out and transform throughout all time and space and beyond, all
appropriate dimensions, all levels of my Being, down to a quanta level (the
smallest particle of energy), and all grid systems that effect me and repair
into full resolution and love.
I ask that a no time, no space cocoon (picture a caterpillar cocoon around
your aura) is around me so that I can process this clearing using this no
time, no space zone for a fast processing and upgrade of my energy
system.
NOTE: if you’re having a difficult time clearing low frequency entities,
state: “I ask that my Higher Self pinpoints all negative entities that are

dormant, invisible, corded to me, in my energy field backwards and
forwards in time that are negatively impacting me. I ask that they are
encapsulated in a bubble of loving crystalline energy and spliced out of my
energy field. I ask that a tunnel of light appears to the entity and tunnel of
light comes to them and they are spliced them into their next highest level
journey.
(After clearing feels complete)
I ask to splice in my own Divine Essence/Spirit to fill all voids and spaces.
I ask that my Spirit plugs into the circuitry of my brain so it can direct me
mentally, emotionally, and physical in all areas of my life. I also ask that
the appropriate qualities and energies are spliced in to bring me/them to
my next level of growth including love, wisdom, harmony and balance.
(after filled up with positive energies)
I call forth, and splice in, the strengthening and stabilizing energies,
adaptability energies and safety and securities energies (and whoever I
cleared) so that my mind, emotions and body feels safe and stable with the
changes, adapts easily and comfortably to the changes and maintains
optimal health and wellness while accepting the positive changes my
Higher Self wants for me.. I ask to restructure and recalibrate all energy
fields that affect me/them into the pattern that reflects the work done on
me, others, and my environment throughout all time and space and beyond,
all appropriate timelines, dimensions and universes, or until no longer
needed.
I ask that a no time, no space cocoon is around me (picture a caterpillar
cocoon) to process all that I’ve brought in using this no time, no space
zone to bring forth a fast processing and upgrade of my energy system.
(after session is done)
I thank my Higher Self for directing. I thank my optimal spiritual team for
assisting aligned with my highest good, truth, and Source and thank them
for continuing to assist me throughout completion of this process and
beyond with my Higher Self directing.

